
CDC Meeting Notes 
August 23, 2016 

Lynn Wiley, Kyle Rimkus, Jennifer Teper, Peg Brunette, Kelli Trei, Wendy 
Shelburne, Jenny Johnson, Tim Cole, Lisa Hinchliffe, Erin Kerby, Esra Coskun, 

Melanie Emerson, Kit Condill, David Ward 
 
Tom Teper said that Chad Lewis has been working on entering Voyager balances. He 
lets us know when it’s done. Any cancellations after July 1st are not reflected in the 
budget spreadsheet. They are all in the last calendar year.   
 
Calendar for FY17 is out and very similar to last years. 

February 1st any orders requiring sole source or license 
May 1st for last orders  
June 2nd last approval orders 
 

We basically don’t know anything about FY18 Budget yet. So, we better have plans.  
Inflation doesn’t change much as we use 5 year rolling average. So, you can use last 
inflation numbers for projections.   
 
Tim Cole said, in the past about 10 years ago, it was possible to know how much he 
had spent from his funds by January 1st.  Lynn Wiley said she could run similar 
reports for his funds now as well.   
 
Tim Cole has asked if there are any plans to reallocate funds based on the 
projections that were shared in the collections forum or underspent fund reports.  
Tom Teper said we haven’t found any patterns when we looked at underspent funds 
last time. There was always a reason/ explanation for funds to be underspent. 
 
Tom Teper said Springer and Nature, two gigantic companies merged two years ago.  
We have contracts with both.  He has shared Robert Van Rennes’ e-mail and showed 
quotes for our options. We are basically better than many other institutions. For 
Option 2, we have all those content. If we choose Option 1, then we need to come up 
with the money in the next couple of days. If we add these new titles, then we may 
face increases in the coming years.  Tim Cole said our Nature package is kind of bang 
for the buck if we think in terms of downloads. Wendy Shelburne said this also 
includes Palgrave. Quote includes not only Springer or Nature but Palgrave as well. 
Tom Teper said he might be able to cover maybe one year only but then needs some 
funds contributing to the payment.  Kelli Trei said when we have medical school she 
expects they pay for some of the stuff she is paying now.  This would free some of 
her funds and she can pay for something like Nature and Springer. Tom Teper needs 
PSED and LSED proposal. He is hoping that we may get some cash for collections 
budget once medical school opens its doors. Tom Teper said he needs a proposal 
idea by this Friday, August 26th.  Jenny Johnson asked if we know what other 
institutions are choosing.  Tom Teper said we don’t know yet. He said if anybody has 
any questions, we can ask them to Robert.   
 



Lynn Wiley has talked about a brief comparison of JSTOR and Project MUSE e-book 
projects.  We purchased 58% of the titles for JSTOR or Project MUSE.  78% of the 
usage came from these titles.  53% of these titles has more than one use. We looked 
at cumulative months Most of the use was based on last 10 years of material.  We 
had access to complete archives for both. JSTOR didn’t want to do evidence-based 
model and offered only trigger-based model and we ran out of money. JSTOR titles 
were so easy to find that some users treated these like journal articles. JSTOR 
metadata was really good and Project MUSE was not as good.  Lynn Wiley said we 
still want to offer print books because in some areas it’s the best way to utilize a 
book. For e-books, we usually don’t buy title by title. We buy collection based and e-
books are still an evolving product. We see a lot of slices and dices the way things 
are offered.  For example, Cambridge pulls out materials when they notice a title is 
used for a class. We always try to understand mechanisms behind e-book offerings. 
We don’t buy from eBrary much but eBrary has bulk of material.  Lisa Hinchliffe 
asked if these were the only available models to compare. Lynn Wiley said yes. Lisa 
Hinchliffe said it might be possible to cross tab this data with ITHACA Graduate 
Student survey data.  She asked if Lynn Wiley would like to do any analysis.  
 
For Kanopy. we are invoiced 4 times throughout the year and it’s based on usage. It 
goes up every quarter. We spent $28,000 on this program and we renewed it for 
next year. However, there may be some concern later. Now, it’s good in terms of 
what we can afford. LW is going to ask later about contributions.  Undergraduate 
Library has offered a good chunk of money and we are good for this year.  Tom 
Teper reminded 24 hour captioning availability for Kanopy and if students want to 
use any titles, they will be happy to ask Kanopy. 
 
Lynn Wiley said there were 122 cancellations for EBSCO and that is about $64,000 
worth of cancellations. Acquisitions will move money from 9 funds to 0 funds or if 
there is a deficit then these cancellations will help you.  She also said Acquisitions is  
hungry for orders.   Katie Dorsey will be leaving at the end of September.  Ginger is 
now full time and Tammy is getting trained how to do orders.  So, you can place 
orders now. “Early and often” is the message from Acquisitions.  Jennifer Teper has 
asked if preservation orders need to go through Georgia.  Acquisitions is working 
with Harrassowitz and will have forums in multiple sessions. These will be 
announced. Wendy Shelburne said big journal guys are now coming to us and now 
we may ask subject selectors “do you still need this particular journal”.  
  
Kyle Rimkus has briefly talked about big scale digitization efforts. He said we got 
new funding from NEH for newspaper digitization.  Eastern European and other 
foreign language materials are now being digitized and will be for the next two 
years. It has been also said that Mariam is now permanent in Preservation unit.  
 
Tom Teper talked about shared print repository of Big Ten Academic Alliance.  Our 
intent is working with CRL updating catalog holdings for collection analysis i.e. how 
many copies are held in each institution. We are kind of working backwards.  After a 
couple of years, we may ask for filling gaps.  However, this is still very preliminary 



and probably Oct 1st is the due date for proposal.  If they approve, then we will have 
time till July 1st.  There is contribution from each institution. Staff issues are also in 
discussion.  
 
The College of Medicine proposal to the Education Policy Committee was supposed 
to be submitted today.  They are expecting first students not next fall but fall after 
that.  There was a request for a medical librarian and support staff as well as 
materials support.  Using embedded librarian model and graduate assistant are in 
discussion. 


